Dear Governor-elect Shapiro,

A failing regulatory system and a negligent administration left families in Dimock, Pennsylvania without access to clean water for over a decade, after the fracking activities of Coterra (formerly Cabot Oil and Gas) contaminated their water supplies. Your criminal charges against the driller resulting in Coterra's no contest plea last month and agreement to pay in excess of $16 million for a public water line to affected residents and cover their water bills for 75 years were viewed as some justice for these Pennsylvanians at long last.

However, after more than a decade of denials, of shirking responsibility and accountability, Coterra is being allowed to resume fracking under Dimock.

We have learned that on November 29, when you stood with Dimock residents and announced that these families would finally receive justice, Governor Wolf's Department of Environmental Protection, at the same time lifted the moratorium on fracking in this area that had been in place for more than a decade.

While this community continues to suffer for years awaiting installation of the permanent solution to restore clean running water to their homes, the Houston-based corporation that harmed them is permitted to drill and frack again under their land. This is unconscionable.

As Attorney General you have become keenly aware of how badly the people of Dimock have been harmed. As Governor we demand you honor your duty to protect Pennsylvanians, and reinstate the ban on fracking in Dimock, PA on your very first day in office.

Sincerely,
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